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Complete effi ciency solutions 
for commercial buildings

Well-being, concentration, productivity and safety are some 
of the diverse demands prevalent in production and logistics 
environments, offi ces and retail spaces that require coordi-
nated lighting solutions. Simultaneously, a sense of cost 
consciousness and the desire for environmentally protective 
technology is increasing.

In addition to the utilisation of daylight, sensor technology is 
becoming ever more important. This however is not able to 
exploit energy savings potential by itself, and effi cient 
complete systems can only be established by linking high 
quality sensors to professional control technology and 
suitably coordinated luminaires. 

This in turn enables individual lighting concepts according to 
requirements featuring long-term savings potential. System 
components matched accordingly also provide simple in-
stallation and low levels of programming.

At OSRAM and Siteco, we plan and develop comprehensive 
and understandable effi ciency solutions. We previously 
determine actual artifi cial lighting requirements with the help 
of a data logger, and the results are used to defi ne the 
quantity and models of sensors as well as the most suitable 
control package – achieving tangible cost advantages.

Saving energy with professional sensor and control technology
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Sensor

What tasks do sensors fulfi l?

Fundamentals | Sensor Tasks

Mounting heights, room sizes, detection geometry and indoor climate 
conditions – individual building needs are frequently complex. The right 
solution can quickly be found though with a modular sensor kit 
consisting of diverse, variably settable sensors. Several questions must 
however initially be answered to enable correct selection.  

   Detecting traversing movements 

Motion sensors respond to walking and vehicular motion. 
They perceive this within their detection range and respond 
accordingly.

Radial detection 

(also 'frontal 

detection'): specifi es 

the distance from 

which motion directly 

towards the sensor 

is detected.

Tangential 

detection (also 

'transverse detec-

tion'): specifi es the 

distance from which 

motion transverse to 

the sensor is 

detected.
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Can a sensor carry out 
several tasks simultaneously?

Fundamentals | Sensor Tasks

  Detecting occupancy  

Occupancy sensors feature more sensitive detection than 
motion sensors, responding to the slightest movements with 
extremely high resolution technology, for example with desk 
work. Each occupancy sensor is also a motion sensor, 
although not all motion sensors are occupancy sensors.

   Utilisation of daylight 

Light sensors measure the quantity of ingressing daylight on 
a reference surface in a building. If the illuminance level falls 
below a preset nominal value, artifi cial light is added 
according to requirements (more information from page 36).

Yes – multi-sensors enable the combination of occupancy 
and motion detection as well as daylight-dependent control 
of light. These all-rounders can however only be used with a 
single function, i.e. only presence and motion detection or 
only daylight-dependent lighting control.
With multi-sensors it should be considered that the 
detection ranges of individual functions vary. 

For professional, long-term use of sensors, these factors are 
taken into account during the systematic determination of 
requirements and subsequent planning. 
Ask your OSRAM / Siteco sales representative.
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Fundamentals | Technology

Two sensor technologies are sufficient to fulfil all standard demands for 
motion and presence detection, and one technology is not better than 
the other. Intelligent use depends on the specific requirements, and a 
fundamental differentiation is made between the basic sensor types of 
passive infrared or high frequency sensors.

Which technology is  
most suitable?

PIR   Passive infrared sensor: PIR sensor  

Infrared sensors perceive heat radiation, for  
example from moving persons and vehicles.  
Moved warm objects are detected by high- 
sensitivity sensors as voltage variations.  
The detection precision of a sensor depends  
on its resolution and the number of detection 
zones.

Detection features

 — faceted lens

Benefits

 — high resolution

 — insensitive to vibrations

Pyro-sensorSegmented lens

Active zone

Passive zone

Detection angle
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Fundamentals | Technology

HF   High frequency sensor: HF sensor  

High frequency sensors actively sample their  
detection range. As with bats, signals are sent out 
and then received as reflected echo signals.  
Modifications to the echoes correlate to the  
detection of movement, implemented without  
delay and independent of temperature – i.e.  
without limiting sensitivity due to motion direction 
or temperature.

Detection features

 — closed housing

Benefits

 — wide range

 — temperature-independent

 — covered mounting is possible
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Tip: determining the right mounting 
location for PIR and HF sensors

Selecting the right installation location for a sensor 
prevents erroneous switching, triggered for example 
by temperature fluctuations, strong draughts or  
vibrations. Sensors must be mounted so that their  
detection ranges are not impaired by machines, 
cranes, vehicles or doors.  
Your OSRAM / Siteco sales representative would be 
glad to help.
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2

Fundamentals | Daylight Utilisation

How can natural daylight  
be utilised?

Natural sunlight increases physical and mental performance, enhances 
the supply of oxygen for the organs and prevents premature signs of 
fatigue. Innovative lighting concepts take into account the use of  
daylight ,using artificial lighting as a supplement to achieve requisite  
illuminance levels. 

Light sensors determine the lighting situation via reference sampling 
surfaces. Threshold switching or light control according to daylight  
regulates the need for artificial lighting.

Mh  = mounting height of light sensor

2
 = half-angle for calculating the  

    detection range with angle function

Minimum distance of light sensor to  

window:

a min  = Mh x tan 2

W
in

do
w

Luminaire with  
light sensora min

Mh

Reference sampling surface
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Fundamentals | Daylight Utilisation

Available:  
Two technologies for controlling artificial light according to needs

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching  

This switching method functions similarly to the sensor-based 
lighting of cars. The lighting system is automatically switched 
on or off from a predefined minimum illuminance level, and  
together with motion and presence sensors, luminaires are only 
switched on with movement and low light.

  Daylight-dependent lighting control  

With this form of control, the desired illuminance is set before-
hand. The system adds artificial light at precisely the level  
required to achieve this in luminance. The principal is similar to 
the cruise control of cars: it keeps speed at a constant level even 
on ascents and descents, when the required energy level  
changes. Together with motion and presence sensors, luminaires 
are only switched on with motion and low light.

Light OFF

Light ONLight ON

Nominal illuminance

Course of daylight

Time12 am6 am 6 pm

Ill
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Power consumption

Nominal illuminance

Course of daylight

Time12 am6 am 6 pm

Ill
um
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an
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 lx

Determining the light sensor installation location

 — To avoid overregulation by daylight, the light sensor is 
installed with a minimum distance to a window.

 — For maximum quality control, the light sensors are  
installed in the darkest area of the lighting group.

 — Overregulation due to the indirect light component of 
a luminaire is avoided if the light sensor is positioned 
as far away as possible from the luminaire. The  
aperture angle of the light sensor and the light  
distribution of the corresponding luminaire must be 
taken into account. 
 

 — Light sensors are fixed to permanent (non-movable) 
walls or columns so that cranes, production facilities 
or machines cannot cover the reference sampling  
surface.

 — The aperture angles of light sensors must not overlap 
with larger areas and several sensor units, to prevent 
reciprocal factors of influence from the individual  
areas.

 — It is important that the reference sampling surface of 
the light sensor is not unintentionally covered, that its 
reflection properties are not altered and that it is 
cleaned when necessary.

 — Your OSRAM / Siteco sales representative would be 
glad to provide support.
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At which mounting heights 
are sensors fixed?
Mounting heights are highly important when specifying  
sensors, and the specific detection task and detection range 
must also be considered. Maximum mounting heights:

 — Presence sensors can be used up to mounting heights 
of 3.5 m. This limit is due to physical reasons.  

 — Motion sensors can be used to heights of 13 m. Due to 
the detection angle, mounting heights vary with the range 
of the sensor. 

 — Light sensors can be used to heights of 12 m. 

 — Multi-sensors enable presence and motion detection 
combined with daylight-dependent control of light up to 
mounting heights of a maximum of 3.5 m.  

Structured 

The ranges of sensors are

precisely set via mounting 

heights and aperture angles.
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Fundamentals | Detection Ranges

Fine adjustment of the detection range is possible 
with almost all sensors. According to the type of sensor,  
this is either electronically via remote control (HF sensors) 
or mechanically via shields (PIR sensors). 

These shields can be fitted without use of tools or can be 
pulled out with sensors embedded in luminaires. 
This then excludes the detection of undesired areas.

Convenient 

Adjustment of HF sensors is 

via remote control, and with 

PIR sensors via fitted shields.

How is a detection range  
precisely set?

Precise detection range setting with shields

Without shield Glare on one side Part-glare
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With which construction designs 
are sensors available?

Fundamentals | Construction Designs

 Modular concept  

Various sensor heads can be rapidly fitted without tools via the  
Modario® socket module, this being pre-assembled to a support rail, 
which in turn is simply connected to other rail elements with new  
installations. It can however also be retrofitted with many existing  
lighting installations. 

Extra cabling for sensors is not needed thanks to the socket module, 
and sensors are matched to the luminaires and can be combined with 
suitable control systems.

Variable 

Sensors are fixed with a 

single hand movement, 

and exchanging sensors 

is also simple if needs 

change.

PS 1 sensor head
Wide-area detection 
with square detection range
to 8 m mounting heights

PS 2 sensor head
Wide-area detection 
with square detection range 
to 10 m mounting heights

Modular and integrated – two basic concepts for differing  
constructional and visual requirements
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Fundamentals | Construction Designs

 Integrated sensors  

Sensors integrated in luminaire bodies are frequently the best choice 
for offices and other prestigious environments. Multi-sensors are of 
course also available, and many luminaire ranges such as the Mira® 
and Vega® can be equipped with sensors. The luminaires are then  
factory-supplied with embedded sensors. 

Hardly visible 

Sensors integrated  

in luminaires have  

precisely specified 

detection ranges for 

their applications.
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Overview

Task Application
Detection range
(geometry/size)

Mounting height
Mh [m]

Daylight Sensor
Sensor head

Switch 
Control
Daylight 
threshold value
Motion
ON/OFF
ECG-switchable
(page 45)

Step 
Control
Daylight
threshold value
Motion
ON/OFF 10%
max. 12 ECGs
DALI broadcast
(page 46)

DALI Eco
Daylight control
Motion
max. 32 ECGs
DALI broadcast
(page 47)

DALI Pro
Daylight
control
Complete fl exibility
Motion
max. 254 ECGs
DALI-addressable
(page 48)

KNX
connection
Connection to
house and 
building technology
with KNX system
(page 49)

Motion detection
on surfaces

(from page 18)

Surface 2.5 ... 8.0 PS 1  *   *                        

Surface 2.5 ... 10.0 PS 2  *   *                        

Car park 2.5 ... 7.0 PC 1  *   *                

Surface 2.5 ... 4.5 – PC 2  *                

Motion detection
in corridors

(from page 24)

Storeroom 2.5 ... 3.0 PR 1  * *                

Racking/highbay 
racking 6.0 ... 12.0 PR 2  * *                

Racking/highbay 
racking 2.5 ... 13.0 HE 1                 

Highbay racking 4.5 ... 10.0 – PC 3  *                

Presence detection
(from page 30)

Workstation 2.3 ... 3.5 PS 1  * *                

Workstation 2.5 ... 3.5 PS 2  * *                

Workstation 2.5 ... 3.5 HE  1                 

Workstation 2.5 ... 3.0 PR 3                                       

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
(from page 36)

Workstation 2.0 ... 3.5 PR 3                                   

Production hall 4.0 ... 12.0 HE 1                 

Production /
sports hall 4.0 ... 12.0 D 1    * * 

Every application has its special requirements regarding sensors, control 
systems and luminaires, and achieving the right combination of components 
forms the basis for effi cient luminaire systems.

Sensor and control systems
for effi cient lighting solutions

Sensor product designation (explanation):  Example with PS 1

1st position: Technology (P = PIR sensor; H = HF sensor)

2nd position: Detection range (S = square, R = rectangular, E = ellipsoid, C = circular, D = light sensor)

3rd position: Consecutive numbering

S
en

so
rs

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching   

  Daylight-dependent lighting control  

        (see page 9 for more information)
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Overview

Task Application
Detection range
(geometry/size)

Mounting height 
Mh [m]

Daylight Sensor
Sensor head

Switch 
Control
Daylight 
threshold value
Motion
ON/OFF
ECG-switchable
(page 45)

Step 
Control
Daylight
threshold value
Motion
ON/OFF 10%
max. 12 ECGs
DALI broadcast
(page 46)

DALI Eco
Daylight control
Motion
max. 32 ECGs
DALI broadcast
(page 47)

DALI Pro
Daylight
control
Complete flexibility
Motion
max. 254 ECGs
DALI-addressable
(page 48)

KNX
connection
Connection to
house and 
building technology
with KNX system
(page 49)

Motion detection
on surfaces

(from page 18)

Surface 2.5 ... 8.0 PS 1  *   *                        

Surface 2.5 ... 10.0 PS 2  *   *                        

Car park 2.5 ... 7.0 PC 1  *   *                

Surface 2.5 ... 4.5 – PC 2  *                

Motion detection
in corridors

(from page 24)

Storeroom 2.5 ... 3.0 PR 1  * *                

Racking/highbay 
racking 6.0 ... 12.0 PR 2  * *                

Racking/highbay 
racking 2.5 ... 13.0 HE 1                 

Highbay racking 4.5 ... 10.0 – PC 3  *                

Presence detection
(from page 30)

Workstation 2.3 ... 3.5 PS 1  * *                

Workstation 2.5 ... 3.5 PS 2  * *                

Workstation 2.5 ... 3.5 HE  1                 

Workstation 2.5 ... 3.0 PR 3                                       

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
(from page 36)

Workstation 2.0 ... 3.5 PR 3                                   

Production hall 4.0 ... 12.0 HE 1                 

Production /
sports hall 4.0 ... 12.0 D 1    * * 

Control Systems

Lum
inaires

Performance scope

  

  Trunking system  
 Modario® IP 20

  

  Highbay luminaire  
 NJ 700 LED

  

  Highbay luminaire  
 LS 160 LED

  

   Office luminaire 
 Mira®

  

 Workstation luminaire  
 Vega®

  

   Downlight kit  
 Lunis® 2

*  Components for  
 on-site assembly  
 available (upgrade  
 or new system)
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Step 1
Specifying a  

suitable sensor
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More room for 
good performance 

Sensors | Motion Detection on Surfaces

Rooms and halls for packing, assembly and logistics work 
are typical applications for motion sensors with square  
geometry. The precise determination of detection ranges 
provides major savings potential, especially in large halls, as 
these can be divided into precise segments during the  
planning process. In this way only the specifically required 
area is illuminated but not the complete hall. 

High quality and strong-range sensors with circular  
detection are especially suitable for car parks and under-
ground garages, facilitating standard-compliant and energy-
efficient lighting. Another important factor is that parking  
areas completely covered by sensors significantly increase 
the subjective feeling of safety.

Motion sensors for small to 
large spaces and car parks
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Sensors | Motion Detection on Surfaces

Task Application
Detection range
(geometry/size)

Mounting 
height 
Mh [m]

Daylight Sensor
Sensor head Page

Motion detection  
on surfaces

Surface 2.5 ... 8.0 PS 1  20

Surface 2.5 ... 10.0 PS 2  21

Car park 2.5 ... 7.0 PC 1  22

Surface  2.5 ... 13.0 – PC 2  23
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PIR

Packaging and distribution areas are just some of the many 
application options of the PS 1 sensor head, its square 
geometry being designed for detection right into corners. 
The range can be mechanically set at seven levels, enabling 
motion detection up to 15.5  x 15.5 m. 

The sensor

 — PIR sensor for motion detection of people/vehicles

 — Mounting height 2.5 ... 8.0 m

 — Additionally with presence detection (see page 32 for more information)

 — Additionally with light sensor; aperture angle 2  = 50°

(see page 9 for more information about daylight-dependent threshold 

switching)

 — Available as master and slave (according to control system)

Special features

 — very high sensitivity with 1,760 detection zones

 — square detection for optimised planning

 — mechanical range setting in 7 steps (see page 21)

Typical applications

 — industrial and workshop areas, logistics zones

PS 1  range table

Level

Mh

Detection

2.5 m 3.0 m 3.5 m 4.0 m 5.0 m 7.0 m 8.0 m

1

tangential s = 2.8 s = 2.8 s = 4.7 s = 3.8 s = 4.7 s = 5.6 s = 7.5

radial s = 2.4 s = 2.8 s = 4.7 s = 3.8 s = 3.3 s = 2.8 s = 2.8

presence s = 2.6 s = 2.8 s = 2.8  

2

tangential s = 2.8 s = 3.3 s = 5.6 s = 4.7 s = 5.2 s = 5.6 s = 7.8

radial s = 2.4 s = 3.3 s = 5.2  s = 3.8 s = 3.3 s = 2.8 s = 2.8

presence s = 2.9 s = 3.2 s = 3.2

3

tangential s = 2.8 s = 4.7 s = 7.5 s = 5.6 s = 5.6 s = 5.6 s = 8.0

radial s = 2.4 s = 3.8 s = 5.6 s = 3.8 s = 3.3 s = 2.8 s = 2.8

presence s = 3.2 s = 3.6 s = 3.6

4

tangential s = 3.8 s = 5.4 s = 9.1 s = 7.5 s = 7.2 s = 8.0 s = 10.0

radial s = 3.0 s = 4.2 s = 6.6 s = 4.7 s = 3.9 s = 4.4 s = 3.9

presence s = 3.4 s = 3.7 s = 3.7

5

tangential s = 4.7 s = 6.1 s = 9.9 s = 7.5 s = 8.9 s = 9.9 s = 11.5

radial s = 3.8 s = 4.7 s = 7.1 s = 4.7 s = 4.4 s = 6.1 s = 5.5

presence s = 3.6 s = 3.8 s = 3.8

6

tangential s = 5.6 s = 6.6 s = 11.0 s = 8.5 s = 10.5 s = 12.0 s = 14.0

radial s = 4.2 s = 4.7 s = 7.5 s = 5.6 s = 6.4 s = 7.7 s = 7.0

presence s = 4.1 s = 4.2 s = 4.2

7

tangential S = 6.6 s = 7.0 s = 12.0 s = 10.0 s = 12.2 s = 14 s = 15.5

radial s = 4.7 s = 4.8 s = 8.6 s = 7.5 s = 8.5 s = 9.4 s = 8.5

presence s = 4.7 s = 4.2 s = 4.2

Mh = mounting height, s = side length of square [m],  = not possible

PS 1 sensor head 
 Motion detection for small to mid-sized surfaces 

(to 8 m mounting heights)

Sensors | Motion Detection on Surfaces

Application example: warehouse traffi c area
Detection of persons and vehicles

Immediate radial detection when entering or driving into the 

storage area through the door. All other entry or drive-in areas 

must be immediately radially detected. The high detection 

quality of the sensor enables tangential wide-area detection, 

with both PS 1 and PS 2 sensor heads. 

Radial detection Tangential detection
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PIR

With tangential detection up to 36 m, this is an excellent 
choice for motion sensors in large spaces. The PS 2 sensor 
head with square geometry is also able to seamlessly cover 
large storage and production areas with just a few units.  
The range is mechanically set at seven levels. 

The sensor

 — PIR sensor for motion detection of people/vehicles for  

mounting heights of 2.5 ... 10.0 m

 — additionally with presence detection (more information: page 33)

 — additionally with light sensor; aperture angle 2  = 50° 

(see page 9 for more information about daylight-dependent  

threshold switching)

 — available as master and slave (according to control system)

Special features

 — very high sensitivity with 4,860 detection zones

 — square detection for optimised planning

 — mechanical range setting in 7 steps (see below) 

Typical applications

 — motion detection in storage and logistics areas / sports halls

PS 2  range table

Level

Mh

Detection

2.5 m 3.0 m 3.5 m 4.0 m 5.0 m 6.0 m 7.0 m 8.0 m 10.0 m

1

tangential s = 4.0 s = 4.0 s = 6.5 s = 7.0 s = 8.0 s = 9.0 s = 10.0 s = 11.0 s = 11.5

radial s = 3.0 s = 3.0 s = 5.5 s = 6.0 s = 6.0 s = 7.0 s = 7.3 s = 7.4 s = 7.5

presence s = 3.6 s = 4.0 s = 4.8

2

tangential s = 4.0 s = 5.0 s = 6.0 s = 7.5 s = 11.0 s = 12.0 s = 13.8 s = 15.0 s = 14.5

radial s = 4.0 s = 4.0 s = 5.5  s = 6.0 s = 6.3 s = 7.1 s = 7.3 s = 7.5 s = 7.6

presence s = 4.0 s = 4.8 s = 5.0

3

tangential s = 5.0 s = 6.0 s = 6.0 s = 8.0 s = 14 s = 16.0 s = 17.6 s = 19.0 s = 18.0

radial s = 4.0 s = 4.0 s = 6.0 s = 6.0 s = 6.7 s = 7.3 s = 7.4 s = 7.7 s = 7.6

presence s = 4.6 s = 5.6 s = 5.4

4

tangential s = 6.0 s = 7.0 s = 9.5 s = 12.0 s = 17.0 s = 19.0 s = 21.5 s = 24.0 s = 20.0

radial s = 5.0 s = 5.0 s = 7.0 s = 7.0 s = 7.0 s = 7.4 s = 7.5 s = 7.8 s = 7.8

presence s = 5.2 s = 5.8 s = 5.8

5

tangential s = 8.0 s = 9.0 s = 13.0 s = 15.0 s = 20.0 s = 23.0 s = 25.3 s = 28.0 s = 22.0

radial s = 5.0 s = 6.0 s = 8.0 s = 8.0 s = 7.4 s = 7.5 s = 7.5 s = 7.9 s = 7.8

presence s = 5.8 s = 6.0  s = 6.2

6

tangential s = 13.0 s = 20.0 s = 20.5 s = 20.0 s = 24.0 s = 26.0 s = 29.1 s = 32.0 s = 23.0

radial s = 5.0 s = 8.0 s = 9.5 s = 8.0 s = 7.7 s = 7.7 s = 7.5 s = 8.1 s = 8.1

presence s = 6.8 s = 7.0 s = 7.2

7

tangential s = 18.0 s = 22.0 s = 28.0 s = 24.0 s = 27.0 s = 30.0 s = 32.9 s = 36.0 s = 24.0

radial s = 6.0 s = 8.0 s = 11.0 s = 8.4 s = 8.1 s = 7.8 s = 7.6 s = 8.2 s = 8.2

presence s = 7.8 s = 8.0 s = 8.2

Mh = mounting height, s = side length of square [m],  = not possible

PS 2 sensor head  

 Motion detection for large surfaces 
(to 10 m mounting heights)

Sensors | Motion Detection on Surfaces

Variable The detection 

range of the PS1 and PS 

2 sensors is adapted to 

individual requirements 

via mechanical range  

setting from steps 1 to 7.
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PIR

PC 1 sensor head
Motion detection for large areas 

(mounting heights to 7 m)

Sensors | Motion Detection on Surfaces

PC 1 ranges

Mh

Detection

2.5 m 3.0 m 3.5 m 4.0 m 5.0 m 6.0 m 7.0 m

tangential r = 20 r = 20 r = 19 r = 18 r = 17 r = 16 r = 16

radial r = 4 r = 4 r = 4 r = 4 r = 4 r = 4 r = 4

presence

Mh = mounting height,  r = radius [m]  = not possible

Application example: parking area 
Detection of persons and vehicles

Immediate radial detection when entering a stairway in the parking 

area. Also extensive tangential detection of walking and driving 

motion in the parking area

Radial detection Tangential detection

The sensor

 — PIR sensor for motion detection of people/vehicles

 — mounting height 2.5 ... 7.0 m

 — additionally with light sensor; aperture angle 
2

 = 50°

(see page 9 for more information about daylight-dependent 

threshold switching)

 — circular detection

Special features

 — high sensitivity with 1,416 detection zones

 — high tangential ranges

 — precise limitation of detection range possible 

with shields

Typical applications

 — car parks and underground garages

Robust with optimum benefi ts: 
The PC 1 sensor head with circular geometry is ideal for 
parking areas and building entrances. A tangential range 
of up to 20 m is achieved at mounting heights of up to 
7 m. Large areas are detected with just a few sensors. 
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PIR

Sensors | Motion Detection on Surfaces

The PC 2 sensor head is designed for low heights indoors 
and for standard requirements. Its tangential detection range 
is up to 10 m, suitable particularly for smaller storage areas.

The sensor

 — PIR sensor for motion detection of people/vehicles

 — mounting height 2.5 ... 4.0 m

 — circular detection

 — detection zones: 31

Typical applications

 — traffi c zones in storage areas

PC 2 sensor head
 Motion detection for small areas

(mounting heights to 4.5 m)

PC 2 ranges

Mh

Detection

2.5 m 4.5 m

tangential r = 8 r = 10

radial r = 4 r = 5

presence

Mh = mounting height,  r = radius [m]  = not possible

Application example: traffi c zone in a 
storage area Detection of persons and 
vehicles in a racking aisle 

Immediate radial detection when entering or driving into the storage area 

through the door. All other entry or drive-in areas must be immediately 

radially detected. The rest of the traffi c zone is equipped with suitable 

sensors to ensure seamless tangential detection.

Radial detection

Tangential detection
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Sensors | Motion Detection in Corridors
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Aisles between racking units as well as depots and corridors 
are important areas, but often with low occupancy levels  
by employees, suppliers and visitors. It's here that power 
consumption and costs can be significantly reduced thanks 
to sensor technology, ensuring that luminaires are switched 
on only when light is really needed. 

In addition to the various mounting heights, ranges and  
sensitivity levels, sensor geometry is decisive. Several  
geometries are available for the various applications –  
rectangular and ellipsoid for detection in aisles and corri-
dors, and circular for crossing areas. 

The high quality of available sensors is an important  
component in safe, standard-compliant lighting concepts, 
and corridors require just a few sensors, with minimum  
installation effort.

Success right 
down the line

Sensors | Motion Detection in Corridors

Task Application
Detection range
(geometry/size)

Mounting 
height 
Mh [m]

Daylight Sensor
Sensor head Page

Motion detection  
in corridors

Storeroom 2.5 ... 3.0 PR 1  26

Racking/highbay 
racking 6.0 ... 12.0 PR 2  27

Racking/highbay 
racking 2.3 ... 13.0 HE 1  28

Highbay racking 4.5 ... 10.0 – PC 3  29

Motion sensors for corridors, depots,  
racking and highbay racking
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PIR

The specialist for low corridors and storerooms: the PR 1  
sensor head with special lens achieves ranges of up to 
20 x 4 m with low mounting heights.This makes it ideal for 
storerooms and small-parts warehouses as well as service 
passages. The high-precision, rectangular detection provides 
precise planning without overlaps and non-detected areas.

The sensor

 — PIR sensor for motion detection of people and vehicles

 — additionally with light sensor; aperture angle 2  = 50° 

(see page 9 for more information about daylight-dependent  

threshold switching)

 — mounting height 2.5 ... 3.0 m

 — detection zones: 1,400

Special features

 — rectangular detection for optimised planning

 — precise detection range setting with shields

Typical applications

 — storerooms

 — corridors

PR 1 ranges

Mh

Detection

2.5 m 3.0 m

tangential 20 x 4 20 x 4

radial 12 x 4 12 x 4

presence

Mh = mounting height,  = not possible

PR 1 sensor head
 Motion detection for low mounting heights (to 3 m) 

Sensors | Motion Detection in Corridors

Application example: storeroom 
Detection of persons and vehicles

Radial detection when entering or driving into the corridor; walking and 

driving motion in the main aisles excluded.  

The high detection quality and rectangular detection geometry enable 

seamless monitoring of the corridor.
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PIR

The sensor

 — PIR sensor for motion detection of people and vehicles

 — additionally with light sensor; aperture angle 2  = 50° 

(see page 9 for more information about daylight- 

dependent threshold switching)

 — mounting height 4.0 …12.0 m

 — detection zones: 1,400

Special features

 — rectangular detection for optimised planning

 — precise detection range setting with shields

Typical applications

 — shelving

 — highbay racking

PR 2 ranges

Mh

Detection

4 m 6 m 8 m 10 m 12 m

tangential 10 x 4 15 x 4 20 x 4 25 x 4 30 x 4

radial 10 x 4 15 x 4 20 x 4 25 x 4 30 x 4

presence

Mh = mounting height,  = not possible

PR 2 sensor head
  Motion detection for high mounting heights (to 12 m)

Sensors | Motion Detection in Corridors

The PR 2 sensor head has been designed for stationary  
and slidable pallet shelf stores.  
The high-performance sensor technology detects up to 
30 x 4 m, meaning that only a few units are needed also in  
large storage areas. The precise, rectangular detection  
provides exact planning without overlaps and non- 
detected areas. 

Application example: shelves and highbay racking 
Detection of persons and vehicles

Immediate radial detection when entering or driving into the shelving aisle; 

walking and driving motion in the main aisles is excluded. The high  

detection quality and rectangular detection geometry enable seamless 

monitoring of the storeroom aisle. 
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HF

lb

Very wide motion detection ranges (up to 50 m with vehicles) 
characterise the high-performance HE 1 multi-sensor head. 
The highly precise, settable sensor sensitivity and inclination is an 
advantage with multi-storey shelving systems with mesh bases. 
High frequency technology provides suitability for delay-free, 
temperature-independent uses.

The sensor

 — HF sensor for motion detection (operating frequency: 24 GHz)

 — mounting heights from 2.3 ... 13.0 m

 — ellipsoid detection

 — additionally with presence detection (more information: page 34)

 — additionally with light sensor; aperture angle 2  = 50°

(see page 9 for more information on daylight-dependent 

threshold switching)

Special features

 — very wide ranges

 — vibration-resistant

 — ambient temperature-resistant

Typical applications

 — shelves and highbay racking

 — shelf systems with mesh bases

 — storerooms

Sensors | Motion Detection in Corridors

HE 1 multi-sensor head 

Motion detection for low to high mounting heights

Application example: multi-storey shelf system with 
mesh bases Detection of persons

Immediate detection when entering the storage area. Only one sensor 

needed per aisle due to the high detection quality of the sensor. 

Motion in the main aisle is not detected. A blind zone lb exists due to 

the specifi c technology. 

Unique feature: thanks to HF technology, the angled sensor 

specifi cally detects only one correspondingly defi ned level of the 

mesh base, whereas PIR sensors pass through the mesh base to 

detect the aisles below.

HE 1 ranges for detection of persons

Mh
Sensor tilt
Detection

 = 85°  = 75°  = 55°  = 0°

2.3 m

tangential 15 m 10 m 6.0 m 3 x 2 m

radial 25 m 13 m 8.0 m 3 x 2 m

Blind area 1.0 m 0.5 m 0.0 m 0.0 m

6.0 m

tangential 13 m 8.0 m 5.0 m 4 x 3 m

radial 18 m 8.0 m 5.0 m 4 x 4 m

Blind area 1.5 m 1.5 m 1.0 m 0.0 m

Mh = mounting height
lb= blind area: non-measurable zone below the installation position of the sensor
Specifi cation of maximum range. Further values on request

HE 1 ranges for vehicle detection

Mh
Sensor tilt
Detection

 = 85°  = 55°  = 20°  = 0°

4.0 m

tangential 18 m 6.0 m 4.0 m 3.0 m

radial 30 m 8.0 m 4.0 m 3.0 m

Blind area 1.5 m 1.0 m 0.0 m 0.0 m

13.0 m

tangential 22 m 10 m 6.0 m 4.0 m

radial 35 m 13 m 6.0 m 4.0 m

Blind area  2.5 m  1.5 m 1.0 m 0.5 m

HE 1 high frequency sensor PIR sensor for comparison

Individual control of maximum performance – 
variable ranges with the HE 1

The detection range of the HE 1 multi-sensor head depends on the tilt 

angle of the sensor among other factors. A special fi xing package is 

available for installation purposes, and sensor sensitivity and therefore 

range can be set according to needs via remote control. 

Example ranges for the motion detection of persons and vehicles are 

specifi ed below. Your OSRAM/Siteco sales representative would be 

pleased to help when planning with the HE 1.
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PIR

The PC 3 sensor head is suitable for detecting vehicle  
traffic, with circular detection and a detection radius of up to 
10 m. The geometry is especially suitable for junction areas 
in shelving aisles along main routes.

The sensor

 — PIR sensor for motion detection of vehicles

 — mounting height 4.5 ... 10.0 m

 — detection zones: 43 

Typical applications

 — shelving

PC 3 ranges

Mh

Detection

4.5 m 6.0 m 10.0 m

tangential r = 6 r = 6 r = 10

radial r = 3 r = 3 r = 5

presence

Mh = mounting height,  = not possible

PC 3 sensor head
  Motion detection for average mounting heights (to 10 m)

Sensors | Motion Detection in Corridors

Application example: drive-in area in shelving or  
highbay racking area Vehicle detection

Immediate radial and point-based detection when driving into the 

shelving or highbay racking area via shielding of the sensor head  

on one side. Motion in the main aisle is not detected  

Radial detection Tangential detection
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The movement of a hand at a computer workstation, the twisting of a 
screwdriver during assembly or the tilting of a head – presence sensors 
perceive even the smallest motion.  
This makes them especially suitable for use in offices and workshops, 
where people sit for longer periods and where uniformly consistent 
light switching is needed. 

The quality of presence sensors depends significantly on the number 
of their detection zones – the more zones, the finer can slight  
movements be detected. Multi-sensors with supplementary motion  
detection enable the sensor-based monitoring of adjacent paths and 
entrance areas, for combined solutions with just a few sensor units. 

The right light for 
all occupants 

Sensors | Presence Detection

Presence sensors for small to large areas
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Sensors | Presence Detection

Task Application
Detection range
(geometry/size)

Mounting 
height 
Mh [m]

Daylight Sensor
Sensor head Page

Presence detection

Workstation 2.3 ... 3.5 PS 1  32

Workstation 2.5 ... 3.5 PS 2  33

Workstation 2.5 ... 3.5 HE 1  34

Workstation 2.5 ... 3.0 PR 3  35
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PIR

A precise combination of presence and motion detection 
characterises the quality of the PS 1 sensor head. Its square 
geometry makes it suitable for detecting areas with offi ce 
workstations for example or adjacent traffi c areas. 
At a 3.5 m mounting height, the presence of persons at up to 
4.2 x 4.2 m is covered and movement on traffi c routes at up to 
12 x 12 m.  

The sensor

 — passive infrared sensor with presence detection at mounting heights 

of 2.5 ... 3.5 m

 — additionally with motion detection (more information: page 20)

 — additionally with light sensor; aperture angle 2  = 50°

(see page 9 for more information about daylight-dependent 

threshold switching)

 — available as master and slave (according to control system)

Special features

 — very high sensitivity with 1,760 detection zones

 — square range geometry also reaches corners

 — glare reduction via optional lens shields

 — 7-step mechanical range setting (more information: page 21)

Typical applications

 — offi ce areas, supply rooms, utility rooms

Range table PS 1

Level

Mh

Detection

2.5 m 3.0 m 3.5 m

1

tangential s = 2.8 s = 2.8 s = 4.7

radial s = 2.4 s = 2.8 s = 4.7

presence s = 2.6 s = 2.8 s = 2.8

2

tangential s = 2.8 s = 3.3 s = 5.6

radial s = 2.4 s = 3.3 s = 5.2

presence s = 2.9 s = 3.2 s = 3.2

3

tangential s = 2.8 s = 4.7 s = 7.5

radial s = 2.4 s = 3.8 s = 5.6

presence s = 3.2 s = 3.6 s = 3.6

4

tangential s = 3.8 s = 5.4 s = 9.1

radial s = 3.0 s = 4.2 s = 6.6

presence s = 3.4 s = 3.7 s = 3.7

5

tangential s = 4.7 s = 6.1 s = 9.9

radial s = 3.8 s = 4.7 s = 7.1

presence s = 3.6 s = 3.8 s = 3.8

6

tangential s = 5.6 s = 6.6   s = 11.0

radial s = 4.2 s = 4.7 s = 7.5

presence s = 4.1 s = 4.2 s = 4.2

7

tangential s = 6.6 s = 7.0   s = 12.0

radial s = 4.7 s = 4.8 s = 8.6

presence s = 4.7 s = 4.2 s = 4.2

Mh = mounting height, s = side length of square [m]

PS 1 sensor head
Presence detection for small to mid-sized areas 

Sensors | Presence Detection

Application example: workstation 
Presence detection

Complete coverage of desk surfaces and immediate 

surroundings. Precise limitation of workstation areas 

possible in open-plan offi ces.

Presence detection
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PIR

Maximum performance: with 4,800 detection zones
the PS2 sensor head monitors the occupancy of people 
on desk and workshop surfaces at up to 8.2 x 8.2 m, 
and motion on adjacent paths and traffi c areas to 28 x 28 m. 
Square geometry enables precise planning of the sensor 
application.

The sensor

 — passive infrared sensor with presence detection at mounting 

heights of 2.5 ... 3.5 m

 — additionally with motion detection (more information: page 21)

 — additionally with light sensor; aperture angle 2  = 50°

(see page 9 for more information about daylight-dependent 

threshold switching)

 — available as master and slave (according to control system)

Special features

 — presence detection at up to 67 m2

 — very high sensitivity with 4,800 detection zones

 — square detection geometry also reaches corners

 — 7-step mechanical range setting (more information: page 21)

Typical applications

 — open-plan offi ces and call centres

 — workshop areas and large production halls

Range table PS 2

Level

Mh

Detection

2.5 m 3.0 m 3.5 m

1

tangential s = 4.0 s = 4.0 s = 6.5

radial s = 3.0 s = 3.0 s = 5.5

presence s = 3.6 s = 4.0 s = 4.8

2

tangential s = 4.0 s = 5.0 s = 6.0

radial s = 4.0 s = 4.0 s = 5.5

presence s = 4.0 s = 4.8 s = 5.0

3

tangential s = 5.0 s = 6.0 s = 6.0

radial s = 4.0 s = 4.0 s = 6.0

presence s = 4.6 s = 5.6 s = 5.4

4

tangential s = 6.0 s = 7.0 s = 9.5

radial s = 5.0 s = 5.0 s = 7.0

presence s = 5.2 s = 5.8 s = 5.8

5

tangential s = 8.0 s = 9.0   s = 13.0

radial s = 5.0 s = 6.0 s = 8.0

presence s = 5.8 s = 6.0 s = 6.2

6

tangential   s = 13.0   s = 20.0   s = 20.5

radial s = 5.0 s = 8.0 s = 9.5

presence s = 6.8 s = 7.0 s = 7.2

7

tangential   s = 18.0   s = 22.0   s = 28.0

radial s = 6.0 s = 8.0   s = 11.0

presence s = 7.8 s = 8.0 s = 8.2

Mh = mounting height, s = side length of square [m]

PS 2 sensor head  

 Presence detection for large areas

Sensors | Presence Detection

Application example: group workstation 
Presence detection

Complete coverage of group workstations or 

complete open-plan offi ces. Advantageous use of just 

a few sensors in a large area for a complete offi ce.

Presence detection
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HF

Presence coverage at high ranges is also possible in tight 
spaces with low ceiling heights with the HE 1 multi-sensor. 
Thanks to high frequency technology it can even be installed 
behind gypsum plaster boards or above module ceilings, 
thus being concealed from view. Additional benefi ts are 
resistance to temperature and vibrations.

The sensor

 — HF sensor for presence detection (operating frequency 24 GHz)

 — mounting heights 2.3 …3.5 m

 — ellipsoid detection

 — additionally with motion detection (more information: page 28)

 — additionally with light sensor (more information: page 39)

Special features

 — very high ranges possible

 — vibration-resistant

 — ambient temperature-resistant

Typical applications

 — assembly stands

 — storerooms

 — corridors

HE 1 multi-sensor head
 Presence detection at assembly stands and in storerooms

Sensors | Presence Detection

Application example: assembly stand 
Presence detection

Complete occupancy coverage at workstations and in immediate sur-

roundings as well as radial and tangential motion detection in the room. 

The linear detection geometry is capable of monitoring large 
areas.

Presence detection

Individual control of maximum performance – 
variable ranges with the HE 1

The detection range of the HE 1 multi-sensor head depends on the tilt 

angle of the sensor among other factors. A special fi xing package is 

available for installation purposes, and sensor sensitivity and therefore 

range can be set according to needs via remote control. 

The table below lists range examples for presence detection. 

Detection is possible at mounting heights to 3.5 m. 

Your OSRAM/Siteco sales representative would be pleased to help 

when planning with the HE 1.

HE 1 ranges with presence detection

Mh
Sensor tilt
Detection

 = 85°  = 75°  = 55°  = 0°

2.3 m

tangential 15 m 10 m 6.0 m 3 x 2 m

radial 25 m 13 m 8.0 m 3 x 2 m

presence 13 m 7.0 m 5.0 m 2 x 2 m

blind area   1.0 m 0.5 m 0.0 m 0.0 m

3.0 m

tangential 14 m 9.0 m 6.0 m 3 x 2 m

radial 23 m 13 m 7.0 m 4 x 4 m

presence 13 m 6.0 m 5.0 m 2 x 2 m

blind area 1.0 m 1.0 m 0.5 m  0.0 m

Mh = mounting height
lb= blind area: non-measurable zone below the installation position of the sensor.
Specifi cation of maximum range. Further values on request.
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PIR

Sensors | Presence Detection

Discreetly installed in the luminaire, hardly visible for 
observers and still with high performance, the PR 3 multi-
sensor is the preferred version for sensor applications in 
optically prestigious lighting installed in offi ce and traffi c 
areas. The PR 3 is an embedded sensor for many luminaire 
ranges, for example the Modario®, Mira® and Novaluna®.

The sensor

 — passive infrared sensor with presence detection 

 — mounting heights 2.5 …3.5 m

 — additionally with light sensor (more information: page 38)

 — rectangular detection for optimised planning

 — detection zones: 16

Special features

 — intelligent design, integrated in luminaire body

 — pre-installed in the luminaire

Typical applications

 — reception areas

 — offi ce workstations

PR 3 ranges

Mh

Detection

2.5 m 3.5 m

tangential 4 x 5 m 5 x 6 m

radial 3 x 3 m 4 x 4 m

presence 2 x 2 m 3 x 3 m

Mh = mounting height

PR 3 multi-sensor
Presence detection for prestigious offi ce lighting

Application example: single and twin offi ce 
Presence detection

Complete occupancy coverage at workstations and in 

immediate surroundings as well as radial and tangential 

motion detection in the room.

Presence detection
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Sensors | Daylight-Dependent Lighting Control

Concentration

Whether in laboratories or with 

machine use – work processes

in daylight cause less fatigue

than with purely artificial light –  

a recognition that an increasing 

number of companies

are exploiting.
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Daylight sensors for small offices to large  
production halls

Utilisation of daylight is the watchword – it increases the  
performance of body and mind, supresses production of the 
melatonin sleeping hormone and supports the mood-lifting 
serotonin hormone. It also saves power used for artificial 
lighting and is an effective contribution to environmental  
protection. 

To achieve continuously optimum lighting conditions,  
daylight sensors measure the ingressing daylight, and to  
ensure requisite illuminance levels the required quantity of  
artificial light is automatically added. This use of daylight 
sensor technology is not only suitable for prestigious spaces 
but is advisable everywhere where a continuously high  
density of workers should be supported by constant  
illuminance levels.

More good light when 
darkness approaches

Sensors | Daylight-Dependent Lighting Control

Task Application
Mounting height 
Mh [m]

Daylight Sensor
Sensor head Page

Daylight-dependent
lighting control

Workstation 2.0 ... 3.5 PR 3  38

Production hall 4.0 ... 12.0 HE 1  39

Production hall /
sports hall 4.0 ... 12.0 D 1    40
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PIR

Sensors | Daylight-Dependent Lighting Control

Discreetly embedded in the luminaire, hardly visible for  
observers and still with high performance, the PR 3 sensor  
is the preferred version for sensor applications within  
aesthetically prestigious lighting installed in offices and  
reception areas. The PR 3 is available as an integrated  
sensor in many luminaire ranges, e.g. the Mira®, Novaluna® 
and Vega®.

The sensor

 — light sensor for mounting heights 2.0 ... 3.5 m

 — light sensor aperture angle 
2

 = 40°

 — additionally with presence detection  

(more information: page 35)

Special features

 — intelligent design, integrated in luminaire body

 — pre-installed in the luminaire

Typical applications

 — reception and assembly areas with customer contact

 — office workstations

PR 3 multi-sensor
Daylight-dependent lighting control 
also for office lighting

Application example: single and twin office 
Daylight-dependent control of light

Sensor installation above the workstation. The working plane is 

the reference sampling surface for daylight-dependent lighting 

control. Please note: the minimum distance a min to the window 

must be complied with and the specifications of a reference  

sampling surface must be fulfilled. (see pages 8/9)

Minimum distance to window (a min)

Mh a min

2.0 m 1.7 m

2.5 m 2.1 m

3.0 m 2.5 m

3.5 m 3.0 m

Mh = mounting height

(calculation formula: see page 8)
a min

Mh
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HF

The HE 1 multi-sensor head is popular mainly in assembly and 
storage areas partly illuminated with daylight, and the high- 
performance sensor module can be used to mounting heights 
up to 12 m. The sensor inclination angle is set to specific  
conditions in the building thanks to its special fixing package.

The sensor

 — mounting heights 4.0 …12.0 m

 — light sensor aperture angle 2  = 20°

 — additionally with motion detection  

(more information: page 28)

 — additionally with presence detection  

(more information: page 34)

 
Special features

 — ambient temperature-resistant

 — Settable tilt of sensor head, enabling e.g. walls 

to be used as reference surfaces 

Typical applications

 — shelves and highbay racking

 — shelf systems with mesh bases

HE 1 multi-sensor 
head 

Daylight-dependent lighting control for large logistics 
and work areas (to mounting heights of 12 m)

Sensors | Daylight-Dependent Lighting Control

Minimum distance to window (a min)*

Mh a min

4.0 m 1.5 m

5.0 m 1.8 m

6.0 m 2.2 m

7.0 m 2.6 m

8.0 m 3.0 m

9.0 m 3.3 m

10.0 m 3.6 m

11.0 m 4.0 m

12.0 m 4.4 m

Mh = mounting height

Application example: warehouse and  
logistics space, production hall  
Daylight-dependent lighting control

Due to the horizontal installation of the sensor, the floor is the reference 

sampling surface with daylight control. Please note: the minimum  

distance a min to the window must be complied with and the reflection 

properties of the reference surface must not change due to storage or 

use as a traffic zone. The light sensor must be located in the darkest  

area of the lighting group. 

If no suitable floor surface is available due to changing reflection  

conditions, walls or columns can be used as reference surfaces. The 

sensor head is then aligned accordingly. Important: reference surface 

specifications must be fulfilled. (see pages 8 / 9). 

Your OSRAM/Siteco sales representative would be pleased to help  

with planning.

* horizontal sensor mounting

(calculation formula: see page 8)
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Pure daylight-dependent control of light – the D 1 sensor 
head is designed for pure lighting control, and is used for 
example in industrial production bays and sports halls. 

The sensor

 — mounting heights 4 …12 m

 — steplessly scalable in 5 steps

 — light sensor aperture angle 2  = 20°

Typical applications

 — warehouse and logistics areas

 — sports halls

D 1 sensor head
Daylight detection for medium to high mounting heights

Sensors | Daylight-Dependent Lighting Control

Application example: sports hall 
Daylight-dependent control of light

The sensor is mounted horizontally and finely adjusted in accordance 

with the reflection characteristics of the defined reference sampling  

surface on the floor (see table). Reference surface specifications must  

be complied with. (see pages 8 / 9)

Recommended setting values
for adjusting measurement range with a potentiometer 

Measure-
ment area

Mh

very bright bright grey dark grey black

4 m 1 2 3 3 4

6 m 1 2 3 4 4

8 m 2 3 3 4 5

10 m 2 3 4 5 5

12 m 3 3 4 5 -

Mh = mounting height

The light sensitivity of the 

D 1 sensor head is simply 

mechanically set.

Minimum distance to window (a min)

Mh a min

4.0 m 1.5 m

5.0 m 1.8 m

6.0 m 2.2 m

7.0 m 2.6 m

8.0 m 3.0 m

9.0 m 3.3 m

10.0 m 3.6 m

11.0 m 4.0 m

12.0 m 4.4 m

Mh = mounting height

(formula for calculation: see page 8)
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Step 2
Specifying the  
most suitable  

control system
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Increasing efficiency levels 
with intelligent control

Application possibilities for sensor technology are highly  
diverse, and correspondingly diverse customer requirements 
are fulfilled with suitable control systems. Our modular kit  
features a wide array of control systems for this purpose,  
beginning with simple ON/OFF functionality to integration in 
highly complex building management systems. This in turn  
enables customised lighting solutions.

Control Systems | Overview

 Control systems for a diversity of requirements

Switch Control
(page 45)

Step Control
(page 46)

DALI Eco
(page 47)

DALI Pro
(page 48)

KNX connection***
(page 49)

Sensor 
technology

PIR

HF

Functions

Connection 
to BMS system

ECG type ECG ECG DALI ECG DALI ECG DALI ECG DALI

Addressing – DALI broadcast DALI broadcast DALI-addressable DALI-addressable

Total ECGs any* max. 12 max. 32 max. 4 x 64 specific

Groups 1 1 2 max. 4 x 16 specific

Scenes OFF/ON 0% / 10% / 100% ** 0% ... 100% ** max. 4 x 16 specific

Commissioning

Software 
DALI Pro

Software 
ENAR

* depending on on-site contactor  ** depending on ECG type used  *** only in combination with KNX / DALI gateway N141 / 21 Twin Plus

Overview of control systems
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230 VAC

230 VAC

1 n

1 n

Control Systems | Switch Control

A low-cost system for the simple control of luminaires with 
non-dimmable ECGs – Switch Control is the ideal solution 
for projects without special requirements. Typical  
applications are areas seldom used, such as industrial  
warehouses and transition zones in which effective  
sensor-based ON/OFF switching should be installed.

Functional principle of Modario® Switch Control

Switch Control
A simply installable basis system with ON/OFF switching

System size

 — no. of luminaires depends on relay/protection

Commissioning

 — via potentiometer and DIP switches on sensor head

 — delay period settable on timer module 916 

Special features

 — very simple start-up

 — no special programming knowledge required 

Functions

 — presence and motion-dependent lighting control

 — absence: OFF, presence: ON

 — T1 delay period settable in steps

 — daylight-dependent threshold switching

  Load circuit 230 VAC

  Control circuit 230 VAC

  Connection to Modario® base 

 and sensor module Switch Control*

* order numbers: from page 58 onwards

Luminaire 

with ECG

Luminaire 

with ECG

Timer module

5LZ916001

On-site contactor, 
control voltage 
230 VAC 50/60 Hz

Modario® base  
and sensor module 

Switch Control*

Modario® base  
and sensor module 
Switch Control*

The diagram shows exemplary functions and is no substitute for detailed planning by a lighting designer or electrical planner.
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1 12

Control systems | Step Control

Functional principle of Modario® Step Control

Saving electricity and convenience are simply combined 
thanks to Step Control. With absence the system switches 
to OFF, or to a 10% dimming value which improves the level 
of well-being, particularly in large warehouse and logistics 
spaces where individual sectors are sporadically occupied.

System size

 — max. of 12 DALI ECGs per master base module

 — DALI broadcast addressing

 — any number of slave base modules 

Commissioning

 — via potentiometer and DIP switches on the sensor head 

Special features

 — control technology integrated in lighting system

 — simple start-up without remote control or software

 — no special programming knowledge required

 — system expansion with DALI repeaters

 
Functions

 — presence and motion-dependent lighting control

 — absence: OFF or ∞10 %

 — Presence 100 %

 — T1 delay period settable in steps

 — daylight-dependent threshold switching

Step Control
Easy-to-use modular system with DALI technology

   DALI broadcast

  Master-Slave connection

  Control circuit 230 VAC

* order numbers from page 58 onwards

Luminaire 

with ECG DALI

Luminaire 

with ECG DALI

Modario® base module 
Step Control Master*

Modario® base module 
Step Control Slave*

The diagram shows exemplary functions and is no substitute for detailed planning by a lighting designer or electrical planner.
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1 4

Control systems | DALI Eco

A high-performance system for self-sufficient island  
solutions, with lighting control according to presence,  
motion and daylight. The core is a master with integrated 
multi-sensor and controller, to which standard luminaires 
with standard ECG DALI are connected.  
Simple commissioning with an intuitive remote control. 

DALI Eco
Convenient control of up to 32 DALI ECGs as a master

System size*

 — max. of 32 DALI ECGs per master

 — DALI broadcast addressing 

Commissioning

 — using commissioning remote control

 — convenient selection of preset operating modes 

Special features

 — control technology integrated in lighting system

 — simple start-up

 — no special programming knowledge required

 — system expansion with DALI repeaters

 
Functions

 — presence and motion-dependent lighting control

 — daylight-dependent lighting control

 — settable delay period

DALI Eco functional principle

   window line, DALI broadcast

  corridor line, DALI broadcast

Push-button interfaces and slave luminaires 

can be randomly distributed on window and 

corridor lines.

Slave luminaire with 
embedded sensor

Slave luminaire with 
embedded sensor

Standard luminaire 
with ECG DALI

Standard luminaire 
with ECG DALI

Master luminaire with 
embedded sensor 
and controller

On-site push-button

Button interface 5LZ904731

Commissioning  
remote control

5LZ904307

Comfort 
remote control

5LZ904309

*System size

1 DALI line *** 2 DALI lines

Luminaires or ECGs 24 ** 2 x 16 **

Slave sensors max. 3 max. 3

Push-button interfaces max. 3 max. 3

Total max. 3 + ECG max. 3 + ECG

** incl. max. 1 master sensor (-1 ECG)  *** relevant for Modario® IP 20 DALI Eco

The diagram shows exemplary functions and is no substitute for detailed planning by a lighting designer or electrical planner.
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DALI Pro functional principle

DALI Pro provides high levels of flexibility. The system is  
suitable for complex lighting control applications and 
the daylight-dependent control of light. A total of 256 DALI 
ECGs can be connected to a controller and groups and  
specific light scenes can be configured, enabling flexible 
modifications to customer-specific demands.

System size

 — max. 256 DALI ECGs; max. 16 groups, 16 scenes per DALI line

 — DALI single addressing

Commissioning

 — via PC and DALI Pro software 

Special features

 — complete flexibility due to free grouping and addressing of  

all components

 — system expansion with DALI repeaters

 
Functions

 — presence and motion-dependent lighting control

 — daylight-dependent lighting control

 — all customer requirements can be implemented

DALI Pro
Individual control options with DALI technology

Control systems | DALI Pro

Standard wiring:  

e.g. with sheathed cable NYM5G 1.5 mm²;  

max. cable length = 100 m 

DALI wiring:  

e.g. with sheathed cable NYM5G 1.5 mm²; 

max. cable length = 300 m per line

e:Bus wiring: AWG 16, twisted pair

  DALI addressable 

  e:Bus 

  standard wiring

Luminaire with 
ECG DALI

Luminaire with 
ECG DALI

Operating elements Sensors

Multi-sensor 
5LZ904733

Sensor coupler 
5LZ904721

Touch panel
5LZ904741

Operating panel
5LZ904742-44 

e:Bus DALI gateway
5LZ904732

Power supply
5LZ904334

Modario®

Sensor and base 
modules*

Controller
5LZ904711

PC for 
commissioning

expandable 
to further 

DALI lines (2-4)

DALI line 1

DALI line 2

DALI line 3

DALI line 4

On-site push-button

Button interface 5LZ904731

* type and function depend on
  sensor or base module used.
  Order numbers for luminaires from page 58

The diagram shows exemplary functions and is no substitute for detailed planning by a lighting designer or electrical planner.
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KNX* functional principle

Intelligent KNX house and building technology combines and 
controls not only lighting systems, but also heating, blinds, 
air-conditioning and security technology. This in turn provides 
energy-efficient control according to customer needs. The 
system can be flexibly modified, and all corresponding com-
ponents from the sensor and control kit are connected to the 
Siemens KNX / DALI gateway N141 / 21 Twin Plus via DALI 
bus. No KNX cables are needed after the gateway.

System size

 — systems in any size

 — all components can be completely integrated via ETS software

 — free grouping and single addressing of all components 

Commissioning

 — via ETS software 

 — commissioning via KNX-trained personnel 

Special features

 — maximum user convenience for all building technology

 — switching possible e.g. via existing touch panel, remote control, 

tablet, smartphone, PC or push-button

 
Functions

 — presence and motion-dependent lighting control

 — daylight-dependent lighting control

 — all customer requirements can be implemented

KNX*
Cross-platform connection to building technology

Control systems | KNX

  DALI addressable 

  KNX* bus 

  standard wiring

Standard wiring:  

e.g. with sheathed cable NYM5G 1.5 mm²;  

max. cable length = 100 m 

DALI wiring:  

e.g. with sheathed cable NYM5G 1.5 mm²; 

max. cable length = 300 m per line

KNX* bus wiring:  

J - Y (ST) Y 2 x 2 x 0.8 green, J - H (ST) H 2 x 2 x 0.8 green

Luminaire with 
ECG DALI

Luminaire with 
ECG DALI

Operating ele-

ments Sensors/luminaires

PR 3 multi-sensor
ceiling recessed

Sensor coupler 
5LZ904721

Modario® sensor and 
base modules **

Mira® with 
PR3 multi-sensor

Vega® with 
PR3 multi-sensor

Lunis® 2 with
PR3 multi-sensor

KNX* voltage 
supply
5LZ920600

KNX* / DALI gateway
Twin Plus 
5LZ920110

KNX*/ USB 
or KNXnet / IP 
interface 

PC for 
commissioning

* only with KNX / DALI gateway 5LZ920110
** type and function depend on sensor or base module used. Order num-

bers for luminaires from page 58

DALI line 1

DALI line 2

On-site push-button

Push-button interface 5LZ904731

The diagram shows exemplary functions, and is no substitute for detailed planning by a lighting designer or electrical planner.
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Step 3
Adding the 

right luminaire 
system
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Luminaires | Overview

Attractive interiors 
with suitable luminaires

Sensor and control technologies provide maximum benefits and  
ideally exploit savings potential if combined with precisely matched  
luminaires. They also enable highly qualitative, efficient and
individual lighting systems. Completely integrated LED luminaires 
are outstandingly suited for such uses.  
Your OSRAM/Siteco sales representative would be pleased 
to provide you with more details.

High-performance luminaire systems for diverse applications

Modario® trunking system

Mira® office luminaire
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Luminaires | Overview

  LS 160 LED highbay luminaire

Vega® office luminaire

Lunis® 2 downlight kit

NJ 700 highbay luminaire
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Luminaires | Examples

Industry, trade, logistics

NJ 700 LED LS 160 LEDModario®

Trunking system
for diverse applications

Highbay luminaire 
for high reliability

Highbay luminaire with maximum 
efficiency and quality of light

The Modario® trunking system features 
maximum flexibility and modularity – 
two possible basis elements are the 5 
or 10-core wired trunking rail and the 
Modario® PS LED luminaire insert,  
designed as complete luminaire units. 
Differing optical versions enable  
energy-efficient and low-maintenance 
lighting for many different applications. 
Accessories include socket outlet  
modules, emergency light units and 
tracks.

Hangars, dockyards, stamping plants 
and industrial assembly lines – the 
high-performance NJ 700 LED has 
been designed for high halls to  
mounting heights of 20 m. Its tough, 
temperature-resistant construction  
protects from humidity and dust,  
enabling low-maintenance continuous 
operation. The future-safe modular  
design enables upgrades to higher-
performance LED modules in the future 
as well as ECG replacements.

High-efficiency, optimum flexibility and 
most importantly, excellent glare  
reduction. The LS160 LED solves all  
essential lighting tasks in halls – in  
industry, sales and sports applications. 
The diversity comes from the system 
concept – all luminaire components are 
matched to achieve maximum user-
friendliness in terms of energy, service 
life, light control, light quality and  
installation.

Special features

 — all components matched for 299 mm 

system dimensions 

 — tool-free mounting of LED modules to 

rails 

 — maintenance-optimised due to LED 

module sealed construction 

 — rated service life up to 70,000  

operating hours 

 — five light distributions: wide (MH ≤ 

5 m), narrow (MH 5 … 7 m), extremely 

narrow (MH 7 … 15 m), asymmetric 

(MH ≤ 5 m) and shop reflector 

 — spot modules for lighting accents  

(plus accessory) 

 — Power Module for high illuminance  

levels

 — ON/OFF and DALI versions 

Trunking Configurator 

at www.siteco.com 

Special features

 — tough diecast aluminium housing 

with IP66 protection and IK08  

impact resistance 

 — rated service life to 50,000 hrs. 

(L85/B10) 

 — suitable for temperatures of  

-30 to +45 °C

 — three light distribution patterns:  

narrow (MH 10 … 20 m),  

wide (MH 6 … 12 m),  

asymmetric

 — with DALI ECG as standard

 — with upgrade option to future LED 

modules and ECG

 — rated luminous flux approx. 

12,000 lm and 24,000 lm  

4000 K; CRI > 80 

 — mounting with ceiling bracket or 

chain and external plug  

connection (plug & play) 

Special features

 — efficient LED system with up to 

138 lm / W

 — up to 60% energy savings  

compared to standard systems

 — extremely low luminance due to 

prismatic, semi-specular optics

 — good colour rendering (CRI > 80)

 — two light packages:  

13,000 lm or 25,000 lm

 — long system service life of 50,000 

hrs. @35°C (L80/B50)

 — suitable for ambient temperatures 

of -30 to + 35° C 

 — ball-proof versions for sports halls 

(tested acc. to DIN VDE 0710, 

Section 13)

 — complies with IFS standards for 

food industry 
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Luminaires | Examples

Offices, trade

Mira® Lunis® 2Vega® LED

Office luminaires for
functional general lighting

Workstation luminaires 
for prestigious applications

Modular downlight kit
for diverse lighting needs

The efficient LED luminaire range for 
general lighting and computer  
workstations – the Mira® features a 
timeless, discreet design and  
innovative prismatic technology for 
glare-free, pleasant light (UGR <19;  
efficiency values to 96 lm / W).  
The all-round prismatic edge with its 
specially formed grooves ensures  
discreet ceiling illumination. The Mira® 
is available with standard construction 
forms and module dimensions. 

Vega® is a premium luminaire range for 
offices and sophistaced areas such as 
conference rooms and foyers. Its  
filigree optic has an anodised  
aluminium profile and prismatic plate 
with a thickness of just 4 mm. The 
unique lighting technology features 
LEDs that laterally decouple light to the 
prismatic plate with Diamond Prism 
Technology. The harmonious matching 
of direct and indirect components  
creates an optimum lighting atmos-
phere. 

High quality downlights with modern 
LED technology for ceiling recessing, 
suspending and surface-mounting, in 
two sizes, with diverse beam angles, 
as a wallwasher and further modules: 
Lunis® 2 provides you with a complete-
ly professional lighting kit characterised 
by outstanding design, innovative LED 
technology and ideal accessories, for 
maximum flexibility and fault-free  
continuous operation.

Special features

 — innovative prismatic technology 

for maximum visual comfort

 — power output to 96 l / W

 — suitable for DVU workstations 

(UGR < 19) 

 — light colours 3000 and 4000 K; 

Tunable White (3000 … 6500 K) 

 — module sizes: linear 1200 mm, 

square 600 / 625 mm 

 — mounting variants: recessed, 

surface-mounted and suspended 

 — with DALI ECG

 — recessed luminaires with Linect® 

connection system

 — optionally with LIGHTIFYTM Pro, 

integrated multi-sensor and/or 

emergency light functionality

Special features

 — for computer screens and applica-

tions with maximum visual demands 

(UGR < 16; < 1500 cd / m2) 

 — with direct/indirect component;  

indirect component completely/

partly reducible with accessories for 

the surface-mounted version 

 — mounting: suspended or surface-

mounted luminaire, or to system rail 

(solitary or as trunking)

 — system rail mounting is freely  

positionable or end to end (with 

through-wiring) 

 — with DALI ECG

 — optionally with LIGHTIFYTM Pro,  

integrated multi-sensor and/or 

emergency light functionality

Special features

 — construction sizes: micro (Ø 

100 mm) and mini (Ø 162 mm) 

 — light colours 3000 and 4000 K 

 — light distribution patterns:  

narrow / medium / wide 

 — directional spot with 1100 or 

4500 lm (rotatable through 360° 

/ pivotable through 40°)

 — wallwasher with very good  

colour rendering (CRI > 90) 

 — office reflectors for glare-free 

light (UGR < 19) 

 — LED-Surface for ceiling surface 

or suspended mounting 

 — inserts with embedded multi-

sensor and/or emergency light 

 — optional DALI ECG 

 — diverse accessories and attrac-

tive decorative attachments

 — office-compliant versions  

(CAT 2) > Lunis ® 2 mini
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Step 4
Correctly  

combining 
components
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Combination Options | Modario®

Combination options 1 (combinable sensors and suitable control systems) 

Modario® Switch and Step Control

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching      Daylight-dependent lighting control (more information on page 9)

Task Sensor
Sensor head

Switch Control 
page 45

Step Control 
 page 46

Master Slave

                

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18 

PS 1

5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2
5TR305SWS1 4050737829890 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STS1 4050737815336

5LZ925M1PS1 4050737767567 – – –
Modario® Step Control base module
Master for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STM1 4050737815299 – – –

PS 2

5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2
5TR305SWS1 4050737829890 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STS1 4050737815336

5LZ925M1PS2 4050737767574 – – –
Modario® Step Control base module 
Master for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STM1 4050737815299 – – –

PC 1 5LZ925S1PC1 4050737767581
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PC 1
5TR305SWS2 4050737829906 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PR 3

5TR305STS2 4050737815350

Motion detection
in corridors

from page 24 

PR 1 5LZ925S1PR1 4050737759128
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PC 1
5TR305SWS2 4050737829906 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PR 3

5TR305STS2 4050737815350

PR 2 5LZ925S1PR2 4050737767598
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PC 1
5TR305SWS2 4050737829906 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PR 3

5TR305STS2 4050737815350

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 – – – – – – – – –

Presence detection 
at workstations
from page 30 

PS 1

5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PS1/PS2
5TR305SWS1 4050737829890 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STS1 4050737815336

5LZ925M1PS1 4050737767567 – – –
Modario® Step Control base module
Master for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STM1 4050737815299 – –

PS 2

5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PS1/PS2
5TR305SWS1 4050737829890 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STS1 4050737815336

5LZ925M1PS2 4050737767574 – – –
Modario® Step Control base module 
Master for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STM1 4050737815299 – – –

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 – – – – – – – – –

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® Switch Control sensor module 

with PR3 sensor
5TR305SWPR3 4050737829869 – – – – – –
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Combination Options | Modario®

Mandatory accessory: Switch Control

 — on-site contactor

Task Sensor
Sensor head

Switch Control 
page 45

Step Control 
 page 46

Master Slave

                

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18 

PS 1

5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2
5TR305SWS1 4050737829890 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STS1 4050737815336

5LZ925M1PS1 4050737767567 – – –
Modario® Step Control base module
Master for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STM1 4050737815299 – – –

PS 2

5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2
5TR305SWS1 4050737829890 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STS1 4050737815336

5LZ925M1PS2 4050737767574 – – –
Modario® Step Control base module 
Master for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STM1 4050737815299 – – –

PC 1 5LZ925S1PC1 4050737767581
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PC 1
5TR305SWS2 4050737829906 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PR 3

5TR305STS2 4050737815350

Motion detection
in corridors

from page 24 

PR 1 5LZ925S1PR1 4050737759128
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PC 1
5TR305SWS2 4050737829906 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PR 3

5TR305STS2 4050737815350

PR 2 5LZ925S1PR2 4050737767598
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PC 1
5TR305SWS2 4050737829906 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PR 1 / PR 2 / PR 3

5TR305STS2 4050737815350

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 – – – – – – – – –

Presence detection 
at workstations
from page 30 

PS 1

5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PS1/PS2
5TR305SWS1 4050737829890 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STS1 4050737815336

5LZ925M1PS1 4050737767567 – – –
Modario® Step Control base module
Master for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STM1 4050737815299 – –

PS 2

5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611
Modario® Switch Control base module 

for sensor head PS1/PS2
5TR305SWS1 4050737829890 – – –

Modario® Step Control base module 
Slave for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STS1 4050737815336

5LZ925M1PS2 4050737767574 – – –
Modario® Step Control base module 
Master for sensor head PS 1 / PS 2

5TR305STM1 4050737815299 – – –

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 – – – – – – – – –

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® Switch Control sensor module 

with PR3 sensor
5TR305SWPR3 4050737829869 – – – – – –
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Combination Options | Modario®

Modario® DALI Eco

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching      Daylight-dependent lighting control (more information on page 9)

Combination options 2 (combinable sensors and suitable control systems) 

Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Eco 
page 47

Master Slave

            

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PC 1 5LZ925S1PC1 4050737767581 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

PC 2 5LZ904004 4050737623948
– – – Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316

– – – Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743

Motion detection
in corridors

from page 24

PR 1 5LZ925S1PR1 4050737759128 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

PR 2 5LZ925S1PR2 4050737767598 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® master base module, white 5TR305DEM2 4050737829685 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821

PC 3 5LZ904005 4050737619774
– – – Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316

– – – Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743

Presence detection 
at workstations
from page 30

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® master base module, white 5TR305DEM2 4050737829685 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® master sensor module with PR3 multi-sensor, white 5TR305DEMPR3 4050737829807 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845

Modario® master sensor module with PR3 multi-sensor, silver 5TR365DEMPR3 4050737829944 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
from page 36

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® master sensor module with PR3 multi-sensor, white 5TR305DEMPR3 4050737829807 – – –

Modario® master sensor module with PR3 multi-sensor, silver 5TR365DEMPR3 4050737829807 – – –

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® master base module, white 5TR305DEM2 4050737829685 – – –
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DALI Eco mandatory accessory

 — commissioning remote control 5LZ904307 

 

DALI Eco optional accessories

 — Push-button interface 5LZ904731

 — User remote control 5LZ904309

* only with 5LZ920110

Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Eco 
page 47

Master Slave

            

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PC 1 5LZ925S1PC1 4050737767581 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

PC 2 5LZ904004 4050737623948
– – – Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316

– – – Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743

Motion detection
in corridors

from page 24

PR 1 5LZ925S1PR1 4050737759128 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

PR 2 5LZ925S1PR2 4050737767598 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® master base module, white 5TR305DEM2 4050737829685 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821

PC 3 5LZ904005 4050737619774
– – – Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316

– – – Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743

Presence detection 
at workstations
from page 30

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 – – – Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® master base module, white 5TR305DEM2 4050737829685 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® master sensor module with PR3 multi-sensor, white 5TR305DEMPR3 4050737829807 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845

Modario® master sensor module with PR3 multi-sensor, silver 5TR365DEMPR3 4050737829944 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
from page 36

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® master sensor module with PR3 multi-sensor, white 5TR305DEMPR3 4050737829807 – – –

Modario® master sensor module with PR3 multi-sensor, silver 5TR365DEMPR3 4050737829807 – – –

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® master base module, white 5TR305DEM2 4050737829685 – – –
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Modario® DALI Pro and KNX*

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching      Daylight-dependent lighting control (more information on page 9)

Combination options 3 (combinable sensors and suitable control systems) 

Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Pro 

page 48
KNX* 

page 49

DALI sensor DALI sensor

        

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PC 1 5LZ925S1PC1 4050737767581 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

PC 2 5LZ904004 4050737623948
Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316 Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316

Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743 Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743

Motion detection
in corridors

from page 24

PR 1 5LZ925S1PR1 4050737759128 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

PR 2 5LZ925S1PR2 4050737767598 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821

PC 3 5LZ904005 4050737619774
Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316 Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316

Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743 Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743

Presence detection 
at workstations
from page 30

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845

Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
from page 36

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845

Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821
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DALI Pro mandatory accessories

 — Controller RTC 5LZ904712

 — Commissioning remote control 5LZ904307 

 

KNX mandatory accessories

 — KNX/DALI gateway Twin Plus 5LZ920110

 — Power supply 5LZ920600

 — Commissioning remote control 5LZ904307 

 

DALI Pro and KNX optional accessory

 — Push-button interface 5LZ904731

Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Pro 

page 48
KNX* 

page 49

DALI sensor DALI sensor

        

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PC 1 5LZ925S1PC1 4050737767581 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

PC 2 5LZ904004 4050737623948
Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316 Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316

Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743 Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743

Motion detection
in corridors

from page 24

PR 1 5LZ925S1PR1 4050737759128 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

PR 2 5LZ925S1PR2 4050737767598 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES2 4050737836072

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821

PC 3 5LZ904005 4050737619774
Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316 Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, white 5TR3050AY 4050737523316

Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743 Modario® DALI base module with D 1 sensor, silver 5TR3650AY 4050737619743

Presence detection 
at workstations
from page 30

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES1 4050737836058

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845

Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
from page 36

PR 3 integrated integrated
Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, white 5TR305DESPR3 4050737829845

Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982 Modario® DALI sensor module with PR3 sensor, silver 5TR365DESPR3 4050737829982

HE 1 5LZ9043HE1 4050737794679 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821 Modario® DALI base module, white 5TR305DES3 4050737829821

* only with 5LZ920110
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NJ 700 LED and LS 160 LED
highbay luminaires
Switch and Step Control

Task Sensor
Sensor head

Switch Control   
Sensor externally on luminaire  - page 45

Step Control 
Sensor externally on luminaire  - page 46

Master Slave

            

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18

PS 1

5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604
Highbay base module  

Switch Control for sensor PS 1 / PS 2
from 9/2015 from 9/2015 – – –

Highbay base module 
Step Control slave for sensor PS 1 / PS 2

from 9/2015 from 9/2015

5LZ925M1PS1 4050737767567 – – –
Highbay base module 

Step Control master for sensor PS 1 / PS 2
from 9/2015 from 9/2015 – – –

PS 2

5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611
Highbay base module  

Switch Control for sensor PS 1 / PS 2
from 9/2015 from 9/2015 – – –

Highbay base module 
Step Control slave for sensor PS 1 / PS 2

from 9/2015 from 9/2015

5LZ925M1PS2 4050737767574 – – –
Highbay base module 

Step Control master for sensor PS 1 / PS 2
from 9/2015 from 9/2015 – – –

Combination options 1 (combinable sensors and suitable control systems) 

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching      Daylight-dependent lighting control (more information on page 9)
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Task Sensor
Sensor head

Switch Control   
Sensor externally on luminaire  - page 45

Step Control 
Sensor externally on luminaire  - page 46

Master Slave

            

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18

PS 1

5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604
Highbay base module  

Switch Control for sensor PS 1 / PS 2
from 9/2015 from 9/2015 – – –

Highbay base module 
Step Control slave for sensor PS 1 / PS 2

from 9/2015 from 9/2015

5LZ925M1PS1 4050737767567 – – –
Highbay base module 

Step Control master for sensor PS 1 / PS 2
from 9/2015 from 9/2015 – – –

PS 2

5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611
Highbay base module  

Switch Control for sensor PS 1 / PS 2
from 9/2015 from 9/2015 – – –

Highbay base module 
Step Control slave for sensor PS 1 / PS 2

from 9/2015 from 9/2015

5LZ925M1PS2 4050737767574 – – –
Highbay base module 

Step Control master for sensor PS 1 / PS 2
from 9/2015 from 9/2015 – – –

Switch Control mandatory accessory

 — on-site contactor
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NJ 700 LED and LS 160 LED 
highbay luminaires
DALI Pro and KNX*

Combination options 2 (combinable sensors and suitable control systems) 

Task Sensor
Sensor head

Switch Control  
Sensor externally on luminaire  - page 48

KNX* 

Sensor externally on luminaire  - page 49

DALI sensor DALI sensor

        

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Typex Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 Highbay DALI base module for sensor PS 1 / PS 2 from 9/2015 from 9/2015 Highbay DALI base module for sensor PS 1 / PS 2 from 9/2015 from 9/2015

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 Highbay DALI base module for sensor PS 1 / PS 2 from 9/2015 from 9/2015 Highbay DALI base module for sensor PS 1 / PS 2 from 9/2015 from 9/2015

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching      Daylight-dependent lighting control (more information on page 9)
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Task Sensor
Sensor head

Switch Control  
Sensor externally on luminaire  - page 48

KNX* 

Sensor externally on luminaire  - page 49

DALI sensor DALI sensor

        

Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Typex Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Motion detection
on surfaces

from page 18

PS 1 5LZ925S1PS1 4050737767604 Highbay DALI base module for sensor PS 1 / PS 2 from 9/2015 from 9/2015 Highbay DALI base module for sensor PS 1 / PS 2 from 9/2015 from 9/2015

PS 2 5LZ925S1PS2 4050737767611 Highbay DALI base module for sensor PS 1 / PS 2 from 9/2015 from 9/2015 Highbay DALI base module for sensor PS 1 / PS 2 from 9/2015 from 9/2015

DALI Pro mandatory accessory

 — Controller RTC 5LZ904712

 
 
KNX mandatory accessories

 — KNX/DALI gateway Twin Plus 5LZ920110

 — Power supply 5LZ920600

DALI Pro and KNX optional accessory

 — Push-button interface 5LZ904731

* only with 5LZ920110
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Mira® DALI Eco

Combination options (combinable sensors and suitable control systems) 

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching      Daylight-dependent lighting control (more information on page 9)

Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Eco 

suspended mounting - page 47
DALI Eco 

                                  ceiling surface-mounting - page 47
DALI Eco 

ceiling recessing - page 47

Master Master Master

                  

Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Presence detection 
at workstations
(from page 30) 

and
Daylight-dependent 

lighting control
(from page 36)

PR 3

LED rectangular 3560 lm 5LK218D1ZS0S3 4050737562063 LED rectangular 3560 lm 5LK218D1ZS0S3 4050737562063 LED M600 rectangular 3820 lm 5LK128D1ZW0S3 4050737561608

LED rectangular 6010 lm 5LK218D1OS0S3 4050737562001 LED rectangular 6010 lm 5LK218D1OS0S3 4050737562001 LED M600 rectangular 6350 lm 5LK128D1OW0S3 4050737521404

LED rectangular 4360 lm 5LK218D1ZS0S 4050737582139 LED rectangular 4360 lm 5LK218D1ZS0S 4050737582139 LED M600 rectangular 4380 lm 5LK128D1ZW0S 4050737561585

LED rectangular 6320 lm 5LK218D1OS0S 4050737561981 LED rectangular 6320 lm 5LK218D1OS0S 4050737561981 LED M600 rectangular 6680 lm 5LK128D1OW0S 4050737524719

T16 1 x 28 / 54 W 5LK218D1HS0S 4050737561882 LED square 3450 lm 5LK218D4GS0S3 4050737562292 LED M600 square 1785 lm 5LK128D1DW0S3 4050737561349

T16 2 x 28 / 54 W 5LK218D2HS0S 4050737562124 LED square 3580 lm 5LK218D4GS0S 4050737562261 LED M600 square 3610 lm 5LK128D1GW0S3 4050737521367

T16 1 x 28 / 54 W 5LK218D1HS0S 4050737561882 LED M600 square 1920 lm 5LK128D1DW0S 4050737561332

T16 2 x 28 / 54 W 5LK218D2HS0S 4050737562124 LED M600 square 3740 lm 5LK128D1GW0S 4050737524375

T16 4 x 14 / 24 W 5LK218D4BS0S 4050737562186 T16 M600 1 x 28 / 54 W 5LK128D1HW0S 4050737561448

T16 M600 2 x 28 / 54 W 5LK128D2HW0S 4050737521442

T16 M600 2 x 14 / 24 W 5LK128D2BW0S 4050737561677

T16 M600 4x14/24W 5LK128D4BW0S 4050737521480

LED M625 rectangular 3820 lm 5LK118D1ZW0S3 4050737560885

LED M625 rectangular 6120 lm 5LK118D1OW0S3 4050737560762

LED M625 rectangular 4380 lm 5LK118D1ZW0S 4050737560861

LED M625 rectangular 6680 lm 5LK118D1OW0S 4050737560748

LED M625 square 1785 lm 5LK118D1DW0S3 4050737560472

LED M625 square 3470 lm 5LK118D1GW0S3 4050737560588

LED M625 square 1920 lm 5LK118D1DW0S 4050737560441

LED M625 square 3740 lm 5LK118D1GW0S 4050737560564

T16 M625 1 x 28 / 54 W 5LK118D1HW0S 4050737560649

T16 M625 2 x 28 / 54 W 5LK118D2HW0S 4050737561004

T16 M625 2 x 14 / 24 W 5LK118D2BW0S 4050737560946

T16 M625 4 x 14 / 24 W 5LK118D4BW0S 4050737561066
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DALI Eco mandatory accessory

 — Commissioning remote control 5LZ904307 

DALI Eco optional accessories

 — Lunis® 2 slave with sensor PR3 5DCA001S

 — Push-button interface 5LZ904731

Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Eco 

suspended mounting - page 47
DALI Eco 

                                  ceiling surface-mounting - page 47
DALI Eco 

ceiling recessing - page 47

Master Master Master

                  

Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Presence detection 
at workstations
(from page 30) 

and
Daylight-dependent 

lighting control
(from page 36)

PR 3

LED rectangular 3560 lm 5LK218D1ZS0S3 4050737562063 LED rectangular 3560 lm 5LK218D1ZS0S3 4050737562063 LED M600 rectangular 3820 lm 5LK128D1ZW0S3 4050737561608

LED rectangular 6010 lm 5LK218D1OS0S3 4050737562001 LED rectangular 6010 lm 5LK218D1OS0S3 4050737562001 LED M600 rectangular 6350 lm 5LK128D1OW0S3 4050737521404

LED rectangular 4360 lm 5LK218D1ZS0S 4050737582139 LED rectangular 4360 lm 5LK218D1ZS0S 4050737582139 LED M600 rectangular 4380 lm 5LK128D1ZW0S 4050737561585

LED rectangular 6320 lm 5LK218D1OS0S 4050737561981 LED rectangular 6320 lm 5LK218D1OS0S 4050737561981 LED M600 rectangular 6680 lm 5LK128D1OW0S 4050737524719

T16 1 x 28 / 54 W 5LK218D1HS0S 4050737561882 LED square 3450 lm 5LK218D4GS0S3 4050737562292 LED M600 square 1785 lm 5LK128D1DW0S3 4050737561349

T16 2 x 28 / 54 W 5LK218D2HS0S 4050737562124 LED square 3580 lm 5LK218D4GS0S 4050737562261 LED M600 square 3610 lm 5LK128D1GW0S3 4050737521367

T16 1 x 28 / 54 W 5LK218D1HS0S 4050737561882 LED M600 square 1920 lm 5LK128D1DW0S 4050737561332

T16 2 x 28 / 54 W 5LK218D2HS0S 4050737562124 LED M600 square 3740 lm 5LK128D1GW0S 4050737524375

T16 4 x 14 / 24 W 5LK218D4BS0S 4050737562186 T16 M600 1 x 28 / 54 W 5LK128D1HW0S 4050737561448

T16 M600 2 x 28 / 54 W 5LK128D2HW0S 4050737521442

T16 M600 2 x 14 / 24 W 5LK128D2BW0S 4050737561677

T16 M600 4x14/24W 5LK128D4BW0S 4050737521480

LED M625 rectangular 3820 lm 5LK118D1ZW0S3 4050737560885

LED M625 rectangular 6120 lm 5LK118D1OW0S3 4050737560762

LED M625 rectangular 4380 lm 5LK118D1ZW0S 4050737560861

LED M625 rectangular 6680 lm 5LK118D1OW0S 4050737560748

LED M625 square 1785 lm 5LK118D1DW0S3 4050737560472

LED M625 square 3470 lm 5LK118D1GW0S3 4050737560588

LED M625 square 1920 lm 5LK118D1DW0S 4050737560441

LED M625 square 3740 lm 5LK118D1GW0S 4050737560564

T16 M625 1 x 28 / 54 W 5LK118D1HW0S 4050737560649

T16 M625 2 x 28 / 54 W 5LK118D2HW0S 4050737561004

T16 M625 2 x 14 / 24 W 5LK118D2BW0S 4050737560946

T16 M625 4 x 14 / 24 W 5LK118D4BW0S 4050737561066
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Vega® LED DALI Eco, DALI Pro and KNX*

Combination options (combinable sensors and suitable control systems) 

Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Eco 

page 47
DALI Pro 

page 48
KNX* 

page 49

Master Slave DALI sensor DALI sensor

                

Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Presence detection 
at workstations 
from page 30 

PR  3

3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0S3 4050737697741 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007

3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0S3 4050737697710 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963

4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0S 4050737697727 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987

4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0S 4050737694085 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
from page 36 

PR 3

3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0S3 4050737697741 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007

3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0S3 4050737697710 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963

4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0S 4050737697727 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987

4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0S 4050737694085 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949

DALI Eco mandatory accessory

 — Commissioning remote control 5LZ904307 

DALI Eco optional accessory

 — Push-button interface 5LZ904731

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching      Daylight-dependent lighting control (more information on page 9)
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Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Eco 

page 47
DALI Pro 

page 48
KNX* 

page 49

Master Slave DALI sensor DALI sensor

                

Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Presence detection 
at workstations 
from page 30 

PR  3

3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0S3 4050737697741 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007

3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0S3 4050737697710 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963

4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0S 4050737697727 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987

4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0S 4050737694085 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
from page 36 

PR 3

3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0S3 4050737697741 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007 3000 K 5360 lm 5MN238D1S0M3 4050737698007

3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0S3 4050737697710 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963 3000 K 4130 lm 5MN238D1C0M3 4050737697963

4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0S 4050737697727 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987 4000 K 5550 lm 5MN238D1S0M 4050737697987

4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0S 4050737694085 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949 4000 K 4300 lm 5MN238D1C0M 4050737697949

DALI Pro mandatory accessory

 — Controller RTC 5LZ904712

KNX mandatory accessory

 — KNX/DALI gateway Twin Plus 5LZ920110

 — Power supply 5LZ920600

DALI Pro and KNX optional accessory

 — Push-button interface 5LZ904731

* only with 5LZ920110
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Combination Options  | Lunis® 2 

Lunis® 2 Controls  
DALI Eco, DALI Pro and KNX*

Combination options (combinable sensors and suitable control systems) 

Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Eco 

page 47
DALI Pro 

page 48
KNX* 

page 49

Master Slave DALI sensor DALI sensor

                

Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Presence detection 
at workstations
from page 30

PR 3 Sensor module 5DCA001M 4050737544199 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
from page 36

PR 3 Sensor module 5DCA001M 4050737544199 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212

DALI Eco mandatory accessory

 — Commissioning remote control 5LZ904307 

DALI Eco optional accessory

 — Push-button interface 5LZ904731

  Daylight-dependent threshold switching      Daylight-dependent lighting control (for more information see page 9)
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Combination Options  | Lunis® 2 

Task Sensor
Sensor head

DALI Eco 

page 47
DALI Pro 

page 48
KNX* 

page 49

Master Slave DALI sensor DALI sensor

                

Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN) Type Order no. GTIN (EAN)

Presence detection 
at workstations
from page 30

PR 3 Sensor module 5DCA001M 4050737544199 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212

Daylight-dependent 
lighting control
from page 36

PR 3 Sensor module 5DCA001M 4050737544199 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212 Sensor module 5DCA001S 4050737544212

* only with 5LZ920110

DALI Pro mandatory accessory

 — Controller RTC 5LZ904712

KNX mandatory accessory

 — KNX/DALI gateway Twin Plus 5LZ920110

 — Power supply 5LZ920600

DALI Pro and KNX optional accessory

 — Push-button interface 5LZ904731
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Good service provides 
efficiency and transparency
The OSRAM and Siteco team of experts would be glad to  
provide support with the planning of new lighting installations  
and the refurbishment of inefficient lighting systems. 

Service | Energy Efficiency Solutions

Energy-efficient lighting optimisation 

As an energy audit partner, OSRAM provides energy- 
efficient lighting optimisation processes, with a focus on the 
analysis and optimisation of existing lighting installations. 
This comprehensive service, consisting of the evaluation, 
planning and implementation of the broad OSRAM product 
and service spectrum, has already been used by many  
partners to achieve significant energy and cost savings.

Expertise to be trusted 

We develop lighting solutions together with you that feature 
maximum quality in terms of technology and design, and at 
the same time integrate the complete spectrum of relevant 
economic and ecological factors. Sensor and control tech-
nologies ideally suited to the specific needs of customers 
are used.
You benefit from our many years of diverse lighting expertise 
in all applications (industry, office, retail, road lighting, 
sports, hospitality, healthcare and many others), and of 
course our pioneering role with technology.
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Service | Energy Efficiency Solutions

Identifying needs and calculating savings

Our innovative data loggers are specialised instruments for 
achieving transparency when planning with sensor  
systems, transforming savings potential from rough  
estimations to precise, measured values. A data logger is 
set up over several days in the selected areas during  
running operation, as part of the planning phase. 

Data protocols then provide meaningful  
measurement data for the measured area:

 — duration in which artificial light was activated
 — quantity of daylight ingress
 — periods of occupancy for people in the room 
 — duration of unnecessarily switched-on artificial light

Based on this data, suitable luminaires, sensors and  
control systems can be selected and energy savings  
calculated.

Ask your OSRAM / Siteco sales representative. 
www.siteco.com > contact 
> contact persons
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Our light is a global player
Successful projects and customer-specific solutions the world over

Service | References

promote creativity and to arouse the desire to purchase, its 
aid to orientation, how it determines atmosphere and also 
gets people moving. 
Our network of global OSRAM and Siteco lighting experts are 
highly familiar with optimal customer-specific solutions, they 
know which lighting concept is best suited to which  
requirement and can recommend the very best solutions.  
A wide range of successful projects around the world  
documents this expertise and the inherent diversity of our 
customer-specific solutions.

Industrial companies across the world are as diverse as the 
materials they process, the products they manufacture and 
the goods they supply. The same is true for the knowledge, 
ideas and impulses that are brought into companies by 
modern office people and that determine their individuality, 
and for retail concepts around the world with their diversity 
of markets, groups of goods and products, and finally the 
wondrous diversity of people and their needs.
There is however a common denominator: light. Its effects, 
it's contribution to safe working conditions, its ability to  
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Manufacturing

 — BMW 

 — Bosch Siemens  
domestic appliances 

 — Daimler 

 — Griesson – De Beukelaer 

 — Linz AG 

 — Siemens 

 — Ensinger GmbH 

 — VW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Offices

 — BASF 

 — Burda Medienpark 

 — Deutsche Bank 

 — German Research Centre 
for Artificial Intelligence 

 — Infineon Campeon 

 — Kühne + Nagel 

 — Novartis Campus 

 — Energie AG 

 — Süddeutscher Verlag  

 — The Crystal 
 
 

Logistics

 — Deutsche Post 

 — DHL 

 — Zalando 

Trade / retail

 — Aldi 

 — Audi 

 — Bauhaus 

 — Galeria Kaufhof 

 — Heraldi for Men 

 — Tesco/Kipa 

Service | References
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Notes
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Technical modifications and errors subject to change. This publication does not replace information 
concerning technical documentation, mounting, commissioning and detailed planning by lighting  

designers, electrical planners or authorised electricians.

Notes
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Phone +49 89 6213-0
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www.osram.com

Siteco Beleuchtungstechnik GmbH
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